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1
Places that feel fun to me...

2 Activities that feel fun to me...

3
People that feel fun to me...
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4
Types of people/groups that feel fun to me...

5 Objects that feel fun to me...

6
My Play Fun Magnets are...
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7
My Connection Fun Magnets are...

8 My Flow Magnets are...

9
My Anti Fun Magnets are



my fun algorithm

When looking for fun, I’m actively looking out for my unique fun factors

that I could be attracted towards. Locations like (places) ____________

___________________________________________________________

to start. I can also search for activities like (activities) _______________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

because I find them enjoyable and energizing. If I can do those

activities at one of those locations, that would be ideal. To maximize

my fun, I could invite someone I enjoy to spend time with like (people)

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________. 

I could also be open to (groups of people) _________________________

___________________________________________________________

because they’re the kind of people I seem to have the most in common

with. But being alone is wonderful, and I love spending time with

myself. Even then, I can still magnify how much fun I’m having with

objects like (objects) __________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________.
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my fun algorithm
I know that there are certain deal breakers that will make any experience

less fun for me like (anti fun) _____________________________________

____________________________________________________________. 

I choose to limit the amount of times I compromise my non-negotiables

for having fun to as little as possible. Every time I do, I am submitting to

having a less fun time than I could be.

However, there are some things I know make my experiences extra fun,

and those are things I actively seek out like (play, connection, and flow

factors) ________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________.

I make it known what these are both to myself and others so that the

most opportunities for my ideal fun can find me! When I’m given the

opportunity to experience something with one of these fun magnets, I say

YES unless they are undermined by one of my non-negotiables.

Fun is a priority for me. I'm choosing a FUN life.

_______________________________________

Signed
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